Do you know what I have in my hand? Wait a moment and I'll show you how it is working for God's Kingdom.

We first reached the youth with the cry of Revolution. With them it was our revolutionary, political, and prophetic message which was the bait to fish them. It was our revolutionary, rebel, drop-out message that won the kids—our absolute rebellion against the Church and the System. They were rebels without a cause and we just gave them a good cause to fight for.
I used to think that the System was a hopeless case. You remember what I used to tell you kids? "Don't even bother with the people over 30. They're a hopeless case."

But the Lord had this new weapon in store: FFing! And we've found that from thirty on up is the ripest field we've struck in FFing.

FF'ing with God's love is the ultimate weapon. I believe it's God's last-ditch stand to try to reach the System. They've heard everything else, they've known everything else, they've tried everything else. But now we've found the weakness in their armour: SEX!

—and they can't resist it!

For two years, Maria and I first quietly won people's confidence in Tenerife. The whole island knew we were always together, our love was always the same, and we were always talking about God and His love. So, when we finally came out in the open, they knew that they could trust in us.

They were ready to listen and believe our girls.

We came out in the open with a whole army of 70 disciples and made a frontal attack. Then finally after a year's all out battle we got all that publicity and, ---BOOM!!

---The island exploded!

Suddenly we got so famous that the newspapers and magazines all over the world started talking about our whole operation. It was tremendous.

And the persecution started as well.

Also, we have trained experienced personnel now. It took just what we did. We came down and personally trained them. We're learning now how to help the nationals to carry on even if all us foreigners get kicked out!

Now the trained disciples need to go out and personally train others, and train the others to teach others to teach others.

(2 Tim 2:2)

They know just how we operated and what we did and how we did it and how to do it and who to aim for.

So, IT WAS AN...
Now we're trying to teach it to you guys through the letters. The Devil and the World have been using sex for its benefit for years. Now God has found some radical young...

...Christians who are revolutionary enough to use it for God. He's going to take the sex weapon He created Himself and use it for His own glory to win souls for His own cause! And it's working and bearing fruit: Good fruit! We've got stacks of testimonies of the men and the good that it's done. Where and how else could we have reached all these very important men whose only free time is the time they spend talking with you in the club.

I can see how the "FF bomb" is going to blow up the System!

This FFing ministry is going to take the kind of soldiers who are willing to give 100%. If you want an FF explosion too, you gotta be willing to die for it. Are you? It has already saved hundreds of souls with hundreds more to come. I'm sure. Is it worth it? Are you willing to pay the price? If so, you too can have an FF explosion!

God bless you! ILY!